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Corporate Synergies’ special-use publications slated
for release in 2019 include:


The seventh annual staff-produced Current
Insurance Journal magazine, an awardwinning collection of staff-written articles



Voluntary Benefits for the MultiGenerational Workforce, the first of a series
of deep-dive, interactive SmartGuides

The company is also entering its second year as a
publisher of the proprietary HealthDiscovery.org
wellness and benefits literacy blog, which is directed
at benefit plan participants.

The 2019 Employer Education Series will offer four
compliance webinars hosted by ERISA Attorney
Daniel Kuperstein and Senior Compliance Consultant
Dorothy Summers, whose strategies helped
Corporate Synergies’ clients mitigate more than $30
million in potential fines and penalties in 2018.

Corporate Synergies’ in-house subject matter
experts will also offer several live seminars
throughout the firm’s regions including Philadelphia,
New York, Washington, D.C., and Orlando.

“The goal of our 2019 Employer Education Series is
to demonstrate the why and the how of all
components of a benefits approach,” Feeley said.
Employers are not required to be Corporate
Synergies clients in order to patriciate in the
education series.
For more information, please call 1.877.426.7779
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